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(57) Abstract: A system and method, comprising a content browser and a browser plugin configured to filter data, and at least one

o of selectively blocking, modifying, or permitting interaction of a user with the received data through the browser, in dependence
on at least a user-associated configuration file received from a remote resource, and communicating at least one item of informa

o tion which is blocked from access by the user. Communications between the remote resource and the plugin or browser may be
encrypted. For example, the plugin receives user login information from the remote resource, and automatically fills in a login
page for an Internet resource, while preventing user-access to the login information itself.



SECURE CLOUD COMPUTING SYSTEM AND METHOD

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

The present application is anon-provisional claiming benefit of priority from U.S.

Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/375,621, filed August 20, 2010, the entirety of which

is expressly incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to "cloud" computing and, more particularly, to securing

resources deployed within a "cloud" network.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

Network browsers (browsers), such as Firefox or Microsoft Explorer, allow users of client

machines to request and retrieve resources from remotely located server machines via the

Internet. These network browsers can display or render HyperText Markup Language (HTML

and other code form) documents provided by the remotely located server machines. See, US

20090070466, expressly incorporated herein by reference.

Additionally, browsers are able to execute script programs embedded in the HTML or other

code from documents to provide some local functionality. Functionality provided as a result of

events generated by the code from documents is typically referred to as functionality within the

"sandbox" (which can be conceived of as a container provided by the browser within which the

HTML or other code of the resource web pages can be loaded and executed with safety within

the user's computer) and functionality provided by the browser (which may be made available to

scripts executed in the sandbox) is typically referred to as within the "chrome" (typical examples

being the functions of the user's browser to print, copy and save the contents of the loaded page).

Code may be provided to be pre-loaded which the browser sandbox adds to the chrome (known

as a "Plugin").See, US 20110173569; 20110145731; 20110072089; 20100318806;

20100121928; 20100042948; 20100024015; 20090319938; 20090228779; 20090132949;

20090024953; 20080201437; 20080189618; 20080184159; 20080184158; 20080184157;

20080184148; 20080184141; 20080184102; 20080184100; 20080147424; 20080147354;

20080059628; 20070130327; 20040167928; 20030112271, incorporated herein by reference.

Conventionally, browsers are used to access public networks, such as the Internet and it is

known that, to protect web page data traffic between the browser and servers accessed on public

networks, browsers and servers implement Transport Layer Security (TLS), also known as

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).



Providers of certain applications used for reading documents, such as Portable Document

Formal (PDF) documents, support the inclusion of document security information held in the

PDF file, to require the software reading the file to present the file, such that functions in the

reader, such as "Print" or "Save a copy" are disabled and such applications may be implemented

as plugins to browsers. These limitations are defined by the document. It is also known that

standard browsers can be modified on users' computers such that certain functions of the chrome

are disabled (this may be referred to as an "instrumented browser"), or indeed that customized

browsers can be deployed.

Conventional business applications, such as customer databases, may be secured within

private networks normally protected by firewalls, so that browsers residing on computing

machines outside the private network are not able to gain access to any resources within the

private network, unless provided with login via an authentication server or a Virtual Private

Network.

The "cloud" is a computing model where a user employs resources of a remote system, or set

of systems accessed through a computer network, which are not dedicated, but allocated as

needed. Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network

access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage,

applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal

management effort or service provider interaction. Not all of these features or attributes are

required for all purposes, and in general, the goal is to virtualize the remote computing resources

such that the actual physical implementation is not relevant, except for performance issues, to the

functionality. Loud computing also facilitates software-as-a-service models, since both the

hardware ands software usage may be monitored, metered and billed on an incremental or usage

basis. In many cases, the virtualization of the computing resources permits a generic platform to

be employed for management and use of the cloud computing resources. This generic platform

may be a traditional Internet browser.

Cloud computing typically works on a client-server basis, using web browser protocols. The

cloud provides server-based applications and all data services to the user, with output displayed

on the client device. A service provider may pool the resources of multiple remote computers or

servers in a cloud to perform tasks, such as data storage, data processing, and data retrieval.

Cloud computing provides computation, software, data access, and storage services that often do

not require end-user knowledge of the physical location and configuration of the system that

delivers the services.



See, e.g., 20110179286; 20110179162; 20110179141; 20110179132; 20110179111;

20110176528; 20110176162; 20110173626; 20110173405; 20110173328; 20110173108;

20110173038; 20110167469; 20110167258; 20110166982; 20110166835; 20110161723;

20110161696; 20110161297; 20110161291; 20110158392; 20110154350; 20110154212;

20110153868; 20110153824; 20110153812; 20110153727; 20110145836; 20110145526;

20110145439; 20110145413; 20110145393; 20110145392; 20110145153; 20110145094;

20110138246; 20110138051; 20110138050; 20110138049; 20110138048; 20110138047;

20110138034; 20110137947; 20110137805; 20110131499; 20110131335; 20110131316;

20110131315; 20110131309; 20110131306; 20110131275; 20110131134; 20110126197;

20110126168; 20110119729; 20110119370; 20110119364; 20110119088; 20110107398;

20110107133; 20110106951; 20110106927; 20110106926; 20110099616; 20110099266;

20110096762; 20110093941; 20110093847; 20110093567; 20110093526; 20110090911;

20110088039; 20110087960; 20110087776; 20110087726; 20110087692; 20110087690;

20110087603; 20110083179; 20110083167; 20110078680; 20110078243; 20110075674;

20110075667; 20110072489; 20110072487; 20110072486; 20110061086; 20110060806;

20110055712; 20110055588; 20110055399; 20110055398; 20110055396; 20110055385;

20110055378; 20110055377; 20110055161; 20110055034; 20110054878; 20110054363;

20110047381; 20110047204; 20110029882; 20110029772; 20110022812; 20110022642;

20110022574; 20110016536; 20110016214; 20110010691; 20110010339; 20100333116;

20100332818; 20100332629; 20100332593; 20100332479; 20100332456; 20100332454;

20100332401; 20100332262; 20100325422; 20100325199; 20100325191; 20100322255;

20100319004; 20100318999; 20100318665; 20100318649; 20100318609; 20100312809;

20100306767; 20100306765; 20100306379; 20100306377; 20100306355; 20100306354;

20100302579; 20100299366; 20100299313; 20100295673; 20100287280; 20100287263;

20100287219; 20100283637; 20100274982; 20100268764; 20100268632; 20100257605;

20100257346; 20100257252; 20100257228; 20100257227; 20100257142; 20100256795;

20100256794; 20100251328; 20100250497; 20100248698; 20100238840; 20100235903;

20100235887; 20100235630; 20100235539; 20100235526; 20100235355; 20100223378;

20100217865; 20100217864; 20100217850; 20100214976; 20100211782; 20100211781;

20100199037; 20100198972; 20100191783; 20100169497; 20100169477; 20100161759;

20100159909; 20100153482; 20100132016; 20100131949; 20100131948; 20100131940;

20100131899; 20100131649; 20100131624; 20100131324; 20100125903; 20100125669;

20100125664; 20100125473; 20100114867; 20100088205; 20100088150; 20100076856;



20100073707; 20100064033; 20100061250; 20100057831; 20100050172; 20100042720;

20100042670; 20100030866; 20100027552; 20100023267; 20090319688; 20090300719;

20090300635; 20090300608; 20090300607; 20090300423; 20090300210; 20090300152;

20090300149; 20090299920; 20090293056; 20090293041; 20090276771; 20090271468;

20090259636; 20090252044; 20090228967; 20090228950; 20090183010; 20080104393;

20080091613; 20080082671; 20080082670; 20080082490; 20080080552; 20080080526;

20080080396; 20070039053; 20050157659; 20030105810; and 20030051021, expressly

incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

However in the "cloud", business data, such as customer names, addresses and telephone

numbers, are held on servers controlled by the providers of services within the cloud (cloud-

based services), such as a sales support application service.

In the cloud, once a user has obtained access to a particular set of cloud-based services

(resources), while a provider of the resource can implement TLS, to secure the connection to the

browser, and assure a degree of access control and limits to functionality available to users, for

example, by enabling the controller of an account on the resource to set up different user

identities within their account and enable or disable different aspects and functions of the

resource available to those users, the level of restriction of access and control over what the user

can do in the browser that can be practically supported wholly within the resource environment,

is limited. Moreover the provider's response, for example to discontinue a user's account, will

always be contingent on the timely and accurate action of the provider's resource. Consequently,

the availability of refined access control, for example, to a prevent one or more specified users or

types of user, printing out an entire customer database, other than during office hours while their

computer is physically located within certain premises, is not available currently.

Therefore the provider of the resource can only give a limited degree of control to the

sandbox within the browser, as opposed to the chrome of the user's browser, if the browser is a

"standard installation" and not an instrumented browser. For practical purposes, endeavouring to

ensure control of access to the resource by supplying users only with customized or instrumented

browsers immediately defeats at least some of the benefit of ubiquitous access afforded to

organizations by users having access to standard browsers wherever they may be. Therefore the

provider of the cloud resource, currently, can only have limited control over the diverse

functions the user can invoke relative to the resource web pages, loaded in the sandbox of the

standard browser, nor is there a ready means for the user's transactions to be finely, timely and

effectively monitored from and in the browser chrome at the point of delivery of the HTML or



other code (as opposed to after the event, in response to an audit trail, for example). See, e.g.,

packetmotion. com/solutions/user-activity-management/.

"Single Sign-on" systems exist, embodied either in software alone or as combinations of

software and hardware of some kind (e.g. a token key generator), which allow access control to

diverse applications and computers to be unified by the User supplying a unique but humanly

manageable set of identifiers to the software and/or system. The Single Sign-on software or

system then itself automatically manages or assists the user to sign on to all applications and

computers to which the user has access identifiers, by supplying those identifiers from within the

Single Sign-on software or system. Single Sign-on systems do not, within themselves, have the

means to supervise, deny access to or control the use of individual functions and actions

available to the individual user at the level of a specific page being viewed by the user within the

application, as these are features conventionally held within the configuration data or user profile

data of the particular system the user is accessing.

From the perspective of a user of cloud-based services, these short-comings mean that

various aspects of fine control, restriction and monitoring of user access and use of resources that

were available in comparable conventional computer applications, by means of configuration or

user profile data being used to modify the operation of individual applications, are not available.

Moreover, as disclosed in GB 2,412,805, expressly incorporated herein by reference, the user of

conventional applications have a means by which to supervise, deny access to or control the use

of individual functions and actions available to the user of a multiplicity of conventional

applications within a private network but not in the Cloud. See also, US 7,774,455, US

2009/0138804 and US 2004/0230825, each of which is incorporated herein by reference.

Known single sign-on systems include Cosign, (cosign.sourceforge.net); MyOneLogin

(www myonelogin. com/index.html) ; www.onelogin.com; Java Open Single Sign-On

(www.iosso.org) ; Quest Software (www.quest.com/identitv-management/SSO.aspx ); Roboform

(www.roboform. com); Sentillion (www.sentillion.com/expresso/index.html );

www.pingidentity.com/resource-center/SSO-and-Federated-Identity.cfm, each of which is

expressly incorporated herein by reference. Web application security solutions are also disclosed

in www.outprotect. com; www.symplified. com (US 2009/0070466); www.siteadvisor.com ;

www.trendsecure.com/en-US/tools/security tools/trendprotect ; and www.megaproxy .com, each

of which is expressly incorporated herein by reference.

Thus, there is a need for improved approaches to providing fully functional secure

monitoring, restriction and control over user access to resources maintained in the Cloud.



SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

The present technology provides improved approaches for secure monitoring, restriction and

control over user access to resources maintained in the cloud (to be referred to here as "a

Protected Resource"). "Cloud" as used herein refers to web-based applications and services

delivered to multiple users connected to the Intemet or other computer network. The applications

and services being protected by the invention are referred to here as the "Protected Services" and

the authorised user of the Protected Services is referred to as the "User". The secure monitoring

and control can be provided through a public or private network or from a public network to a

private network using a standard network browser. Multiple remote users are able to gain

monitored, restricted and controlled access to, and use of, at least portions of protected resources,

through a browser Plugin, which retrieves requisite access control information and user profile

information from a common resource on the network.

The technology can be implemented in numerous ways, including as a system, method,

device, and a computer readable medium for controlling a programmable processor to implement

the corresponding system and method.

While the preferred implementation is based on a current web browsing technology which

provides an application-level browser which accesses data using standard formats and protocols,

the invention is not so limited. In particular, the information may be provided through various

types of networks and protocols, in structured and unstructured forms, according to a variety of

standards and proprietary formats.

The technology, in the form of a software adjunct to a browser, may be installed through

local computer readable media, or through a network interface. It may also be provided as an

intrinsic part of the browser, or as part of an emulated or virtualized interface system. See, e.g.,

US 20040230825; 20100088740; 20090138804; 20090199000; 20090187991; 20090187763;

20090100438; 20080184358; 20080082821; 20060143437 and W099/35583, each of which is

expressly incorporated herein by reference.

As a method for accessing a protected resource, one embodiment includes at least: receiving

a login request from a user for access to an authentication intermediary server; authenticating the

user at the authentication server and downloading user profile data to a module, such as a

browser Plugin, to enable the Plugin to access one or more protected resources and to do at least

one of: supervise, deny and control the use of individual functions on the protected resource

and/or in the browser's own functions (generally referred to here as "controlled functions");

subsequently, the user's browser page loads, and resource requests are matched to data in the



Plugin user profile. When the Plugin detects events triggered by the code in pages loaded to the

browser or the browser's own functions that correspond to controlled functions, those functions

and optionally (in the case of an event triggered by page code loaded), relative surrounding page

code, are suppressed or modified according to the profile settings. When the Plugin detects a

resource request or a controlled function request in the user's browser for an address at a

protected resource or a controlled function of the browser, the Plugin, based on the resource

request match against the Plugin user profile, determines whether the response should be to

allow, deny, modify or control use of the protected resource and/or controlled function and then,

accordingly, allowing, preventing, modifying or controlling operation.

For example, the Plugin will block or modify a response to the resource request and/or

controlled function request when the information in the stored user profile for the user indicates

that the user is not permitted to perform the particular operation with the protected resource

related to the resource request and/or the controlled function.

As discussed above, this technology is preferably implemented within the browser, but can

also be implemented outside of a browser, for example as a separate application, within an

operating system, as a local server under the same operating system, a proxy server (local or

remote), a router or processor within a communications infrastructure, etc.

The user's browser (including Plugin) may detect an event requiring certain parts of web

pages loaded from the resource to be decrypted, for example fields in the form and the

descriptors of those fields; and/or detect an event request that requires data from the web page or

the user's computer to be encrypted before it is provided to the resource, for example a ZIP code,

full name, date of birth.

The Plugin may lock the user interface to prevent execution of applications and introduction

of devices to the user's computer, any of which would undermine the security.

The system may also provide secure communications (e.g., encrypted communications)

which are only decrypted within the plugin, and blocked from access by other applications

outside the browser, or even other plugins within the same browser environment.

As an alternative to preventing access, if the user profile information indicates that a warning

and/or monitoring is required, the system may issue a warning and/or collect monitoring

information from the user's browser and/or computer relative to events occurring before, during

and/or after the operation and/or function requested by the user and passing the collected

information to the server.



Preferably, the information to be protected is communicated in encrypted form, and thus not

accessible except to the authorized Plugin. This encryption may be performed by the Plugin, and

thus the information unavailable outside the Plugin within the user's computing environment, or

performed as part of an encrypted browser communication, such as TLS, outside of the Plugin.

The Plugin may, on one hand, prevent unauthorized processes from executing on the client

computer, and employ operating system resources to receive, manage, display, and process the

received information. See, US 7,069,586, expressly incorporated herein by reference.

On the other hand, the Plugin may itself receive the encrypted information, and isolate that

information from access and use by unauthorized tasks or applications on the computer.

Multielvel encryption may be employed, using elements within the operating system, browser,

and plugin, and perhaps application software, to effectively communicate information. Thus, by

distributing the cryptographic processes, the Plugin may ensure that the operating environment is

valid, and that components presumed to be operational are in place, and not corrupted. Likewise,

a remote system can also ensure that the browser is properly configured with an authentic Plugin.

Of course, other cryptographic and authentication architectures are also possible. The Plugin

may also employ a trusted platform module (TPM). See, US 201 10179493; 201 10179283;

20110179282; 20110179264; 20110179215; 20110178888; 20110178887; 20110178886;

20110176682; 20110173643; 20110173612; 20110173450; 20110173374; 20110173295;

20110167503; 20110167473; 20110167472; 20110162076; 20110162046; 20110162042;

20110161908; 20110161868; 20110161726; 20110161677; 20110161676; 20110161672;

20110161648; 20110161641; 20110161551; 20110161548; 20110161462; 20110161298;

20110154500; 20110154482; 20110154280; 20110154031; 20110154010; 20110154006;

20110153915; 20110153900; 20110153635; 20110145425; 20110143735; 20110138475;

20110138453; 20110138188; 20110138166; 20110131627; 20110131447; 20110131420;

20110131418; 20110131403; 20110131401; 20110131233; 20110131167; 20110126118;

20110126023; 20110119754; 20110119748; 20110119474; 20110118016; 20110118014;

20110117994; 20110115824; 20110115810; 20110113486; 20110113363; 20110113001;

20110112667; 20110111865; 20110110416; 20110109640; 20110107417; 20110107331;

20110107079; 20110106866; 20110105222; 20110105131; 20110099627; 20110099625;

20110099605; 20110099548; 20110099547; 20110099367; 20110099362; 20110099112;

20110098075; 20110093834; 20110093693; 20110088082; 20110088045; 20110088042;

20110088032; 20110087898; 20110087896; 20110087890; 20110087872; 20110087870;

20110087722; 20110087603; 20110087458; 20110085679; 20110083169; 20110083003;



20110082927; 20110082873; 20110081017; 20110078775; 20110078420; 20110078004;

20110072520; 20110072507; 20110072502; 20110072266; 20110069835; 20110069686;

20110067095; 20110066839; 20110066838; 20110061097; 20110061050; 20110061046;

20110061045; 20110060947; 20110060769; 20110058211; 20110055627; 20110055299;

20110052142; 20110051699; 20110047350; 20110041003; 20110040961; 20110040957;

20110040857; 20110040812; 20110035577; 20110035344; 20110030055; 20110029974;

20110029934; 20110029927; 20110029904; 20110029864; 20110029785; 20110029771;

20110023106; 20110022856; 20110022837; 20110022803; 20110016327; 20110016310;

20110014866; 20110013814; 20110010543; 20110010216; 20100332931; 20100332856;

20100332833; 20100332820; 20100332678; 20100325628; 20100325412; 20100323714;

20100319072; 20100318798; 20100318786; 20100318677; 20100316219; 20100313262;

20100313018; 20100313011; 20100310069; 20100306819; 20100306773; 20100306531;

20100306392; 20100306107; 20100306076; 20100303240; 20100303230; 20100299749;

20100293510; 20100293373; 20100287315; 20100284337; 20100281274; 20100281273;

20100281255; 20100277419; 20100275046; 20100274645; 20100268967; 20100268936;

20100268831; 20100268812; 20100266132; 20100263922; 20100263023; 20100262841, each

of which is expressly incorporated herein by reference.

Indeed, the Plugin may also employ a challenge-response scheme to verify system

components; this challenge response may be through a dedicated protocol, or buy way of a

normal application programming interface.

According to one embodiment, a web service application is provided which intermediates

between the User and the Protected Services. The application controls, by the secure means, the

User's access to resources and or applications in the "Cloud" on one or more servers in diverse

locations. The security application is, for example, implemented by a browser "plug in" which is,

for example, downloaded from a controlled server, to the User's computer and installed to

operate within and/or in conjunction with a browser. The Plug-in is preferably embedded with

the addresses of the Authentication Server, defined below. The application allows the Protected

Services to be configured such that the User will at any time not know the full identifiers

required to access the User's Protected Services, as the User's identifiers to access the Protected

Services are downloaded to the Plug-in only on successful login to the Authentication server,

thereby ensuring that only browsers with the Plug-in installed and a User who has successfully

authenticated themselves may be able to access the Protected Services.



According to one embodiment, in order to provide the User with secure data entry into, and

retrieval from one or more fields in the Protected Services, encryption and decryption of such

data is provided within the Plug-in, and the keys corresponding to the User's identifiers held in

the Authentication Server. One benefit of this aspect is that it allows the User (and perhaps the

User's employer) to secure such data for compliance with laws of the User's jurisdiction

regardless of the user of Protected Services in the "Cloud" that may be provided from servers

outside the User's jurisdiction, for example, adequate security for personal data under the UK

Data Protection Act where personal data is being held on a computer in the United States.

Likewise, the key(s) may be distributed between a plurality of servers, so that no single server

can permit access to protected resources, and thus damages resulting from a breach of such a

server may be limited.

The secure application obtains identifiers for all Protected Services which are held in one or

more secure servers, which responds to requests only from the Authentication Server (which

itself may be a virtual or distributed resource), by a method similar to traditional "single sign-on".

The full identifiers are preferably not transmitted in a form that is readily comprehensible at the

User's end point at any time, and may be protected by means of "on the fly" encryption and

communication with the Protected Services using a secure link. For example, standard, browser-

provided, link encryption such as SSL (TLS) may be used.

The system is preferably configured to avoid storing secured information in:

-hardware that the user must use (e.g. a dedicated computer that must be the user's terminal,

a dongle or a passcard, that the user must have with them), although the secure application may

be supplemented by and integrated with additional items of such kind; the benefit of avoiding

any hardware implementation is to allow the user to access the resource from a diversity of end

points, the only requirement being that the necessary Plugin has been downloaded and installed

to the browser (the technology does not preclude use of a hardware token authenticator, e.g.,

RSA SecurelD as part of a multi-factor authentication scheme);

-any file containing the user's identifiers for the resource or the Authentication Server saved

to storage media; the benefit of this being to foil attempts by spyware to derive the identifiers

and circumvent the secure means; or

-the servers hosting the resource (e.g. access control identities and passwords held on a web

service server); one significant benefit of avoiding this aspect of the secure application co-

residing with the resource servers is that the controller of the resource can achieve locally

required information assurance standards and compliance with legislation in its own jurisdiction



without requiring the provider of the resource to locate the resource in the controlled jurisdiction

(for example, data that is covered by privacy laws which may not be transferred outside the

originating jurisdiction unless it is secure).

A server ("Authentication Server"), preferably situated in a physically secure location,

provides verification of the user's identity and, upon successful authentication, permits download

of the user's access control identifiers as well as information defining the current unique

resource locator (URL) lexicon for the resource to the Plugin (for one or more than one resource),

together with data comprising a profile of the user's access restrictions to the resource(s). A

benefit of the Authentication Server, apart from the security afforded to the user's identifiers on

the resource, is that authentication data for the resource (and any encryption keys for data

encrypted by the Plugin on the resource) can be located independently of the control of the

resource servers, (e.g. within the jurisdiction of the user or the controller of the account on the

resource).

For display of access control information, URLs and/or pages from the resource may be

suppressed through the Plug-in managing each web page loading event, for example display to

the user of any resource a password change page (as well as "Post" commands and the like from

the user's browser), so that the user is unable to manipulate, view or intercept any

communications traffic relating to the access control to the resource.

The Plugin managing each web page loading event, may suppress or modify the display of

URLs and/or features of the loaded page that relate to resources or one or more functions of a

resource to which the user has no, restricted or monitored access according to the loaded user

profile data.

In some cases, a plurality of Plugins may execute concurrently, and cooperate or interoperate.

For example, a subset of functionality may be provided or enabled by separate Plugins, with

independent or semi-independent authentication for each one. Accordign to one embodiment,

each Plugin has a cooperative API with secure authentication between respective Plugins or

instances of a Plugin, so that the user is minimally burdened. In this way, separate authorization

structures may be operable, to limit access to resources or functions based on multiple

authorizations. In the case that multiple Plugins concurrently operate, in some cases, one Plugin

is untrusted with respect to another. In that case, a respective Plugin my operate in a mode

which isolates its respective protected resources or functionality from other Plugins. When a

respective Plugin determines that no untrusted software is present, it may adopt a different mode

of operation, which for example may consume fewer browser or host computer resources, or



permit additional functions. For example, a Plugin may adaptively enable and disable, or

selectively restrict, a cut/copy/paste functionality in dependence on the availability of other

applications.

In some cases, Plugins are trusted with respect to each other, and may interoperate to obtain

authorization from another Plugin, instead of directly from an authorization server. For example,

a Plugin may itself require an external function, which is available from another Plugin. The

first Plugin calls or invokes the second Plugin, which itself may serve to restrict resource

availability and/or functionality, but the second Plugin may rely in some cases on a chain of

authorization from the first Plugin.

The Plug-in may also deny, modify or otherwise invoke actions prior to executing "Post" or

"Get" events resulting from the user's interaction with the loaded page and/or the browser,

dependent on the user's loaded profile in the Plug-in and such other information relative to the

user's location, time of action and verification of identity, as the Plug-in may be configured to

derive from the user's computer, other computers, users and/or connected devices.

In addition to the features described above, a typical embodiment will:

-Securely manage the user's access control on the Authentication Server to provide the usual

range of access control management services (creation and removal of users, change of

passwords, selection of elements of the resource available to the user etc);

-Support migrating from, or slaving to, the user's existing access control profile (within a

conventional networked Client/Server environment), a known LDAP type server to the

Authentication Server thereby providing a replication of the same access control within the

cloud;

-"Learn" by example, the user's access control profile, for example by an Administrator

visiting the user's resource pages and designating the elements of the resource that cannot be

accessed by the user or are otherwise controlled or on the user's first access to the resource,

determining which links, buttons or other visual features of the resource have controlled access

of one kind or another and storing these to the user's profile, and thereafter presenting those

features in an appropriate visual manner;

-Record audit information (which may include: authentication events, images from cameras,

time information, status, location, connection and disconnection events for devices and users) in

relation to the user's activities with regard to the resource and for other events in the "chrome" of

the browser or on the users computer or connected devices and systems and maintain a log of

this information; and



-Forward to a known server on the controlling organisation's network, the above audit

information to the server's log.

It is therefore an object to provide a browser plugin, executing on a system comprising a

processor and associated memory, in association with a content browser, the browser plugin

being configured to monitor at least a portion of data received by the content browser, and at

least one of selectively block or modify interaction of a user with a protected resource, in

dependence on at least a user-associated configuration file received from a remote resource, the

browser plugin being further configured to automatically communicate at least one item of

information which is blocked from access by the user.

A further object provides a non-transitory computer readable medium, comprising

instructions for controlling a programmable processor to implement a browser plugin, for at

least: automatically remotely communicating at least one item of information which is blocked

from access by a user; receiving a user-associated configuration file from a remote resource;

monitoring at least a portion of data received by a content browser from a protected resource;

and at least one of selectively blocking or modifying interaction of the user with the protected

resource, in dependence on at least the user-associated configuration file.

Another object provides a method, comprising: loading a browser plugin in conjunction with

a content browser on a system comprising a processor and associated memory; automatically

remotely communicating at least one item of information which is blocked from access by a

user; receiving a user-associated configuration file from a remote resource; monitoring at least a

portion of data received by the content browser from a protected resource with the browser

plugin; and at least one of selectively blocking or modifying interaction of the user with the

protected resource with the browser plugin, in dependence on at least the user-associated

configuration file.

The protected resource may require login information, and the user-associated configuration

file may comprise the login information, and the at least one item of information which is

blocked from access by the user may comprise at least a portion of the login information.

The browser plugin may be downloaded and installed through the content browser.

The system may further comprise a computer network interface port, wherein the browser

plugin communicates with the remote resource through the computer network interface port

using an encrypted communication, and wherein the received data is received through the

computer network interface port from the protected resource which is distinct from the remote

resource.



The browser plugin may be configured to monitor, supervise, deny and control the use of

functions on the protected resource. The browser plugin may be configured to monitor,

supervise, deny and control the use of functions on at least one of the content browser and a

computer operating system which executes on the processor and supports the content browser.

The browser plugin may filter content browser communications to determine a set of

controlled functions, in dependence on the user-associated configuration file, and selectively

limit the set of controlled functions.

The browser plugin may be configured to selectively modify web pages received by the

content in dependence on the user-associated configuration file, to alter an available functionality

defined by the web page within the content browser.

The browser plugin may be configured to execute independently of and interactively with the

content browser, under control of a computer operating system.

The browser plugin may be configured to decrypt received data independent of the content

browser, wherein the received data is unavailable except through the browser plugin, and

wherein information required for decryption is received by the browser plugin from the remote

resource.

The browser plugin may be configured to monitor content browser communications and to

automatically respond to the protected resource with information based on the user-associated

configuration file.

The browser plugin may be configured to selectively cause the processor to communicate

with a trusted platform module.

The protected resources may comprises a cloud computing resource.

The availability of the user-associated configuration file may be dependent on a secure user

login to the remote resource.

The browser plugin may be configured to at least one of selectively block or modify

interaction of the user with received data communicated with a plurality of different protected

resources through the content browser, in dependence on the user-associated configuration file

received from the remote resource.

The browser plugin may be configured to securely receive the user-associated configuration

file, and to prevent the information from the user-associated configuration file from being

persistently stored in a decrypted format in the associated memory.

The browser plugin may be configured to at least one of selectively deny, modify and invoke

actions prior to the content browser executing a "Post" or a "Get" event.



The browser plugin may be configured to learn stimulus response actions during a training

session, and to store the learned stimulus response actions for use in a user-associated

configuration file.

The browser plugin may be configured to record and communicate audit information to a

remote destination.

The browser plugin may be configured to insert a user action filter between the user and a

webpage accessed by the content browser, to record user actions, and to selectively block the use

of certain webpage controls.

The browser plugin may be configured to at least one of selectively block or modify

interaction of the user with the protected resource in dependence on at least one of a time,

location, device connection status, and security status.

The browser plugin may be configured to further receive a user group membership from the

remote resource, and to selectively block or modify interaction of the user with the protected

resource further in dependence on the user group membership.

The browser plugin may be configured to receive a user input, to encrypt the received user

input, and to automatically communicate the encrypted user input to effectively prevent access to

the user input by the content browser and other software executing on the processor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing summary, as well as the following detailed description of preferred

embodiments, is better understood when read in conjunction with the appended drawings. For

the purpose of illustrating the invention, there is shown in the drawings exemplary constructions

of the invention; however, the invention is not limited to the specific methods and

instrumentalities disclosed. In the drawings:

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a system according to the present invention;

Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of a Web Page Loaded Event;

Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of an HTTP Request Event;

Fig. 4 shows a flowchart of a login HTTP Request Event; and

Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram of a system according to the present invention.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

A computer executable program, and computer executing the program, is provided for

auditing and securing browser based web/cloud applications. It achieves this by inserting a "user

action filter" between the user and the webpage, recording user actions and blocking the use of

certain webpage controls (buttons, hyperlinks, etc) based on user profile and user group

membership. The system operates by installing a browser plugin and associated code, and may

operate cooperatively or independently with the data sources to be secured. For example, a

preferred embodiment provides a client system build using JavaScript/Java/.NET/C++ Browser

Plug-in's, and a server system built with Java/.NET/MySql Server, for configuration and audit

trail.

The computer is, for example, an Intel Core2 i7 or AMD E-350 APU or AMD A-8 3850

based processor, having 4-12 GB of DDR3 memory, a 500 GB hard drive, an ATI FireGL

V8650 or nVidia Quadro FX 5800 video card, 10 GB Ethernet port, and supporting Windows 7,

Macintosh OS and/or Linux operating system. The Browser may be Internet Explorer 9, Mozilla

Firefox 4, Google Chrome, Apple Safari, or Opera.

The Browser Plugin may provide a learning mode, in which a visual programming paradigm

(graphic user interface) is provided for defining a user profile. Web pages/applications are

secured based on the "learnt" user profile. The system may also provide automated, secure web

application logon (combined with third party password entry suppression).

The server component may be configured to store "learnt" user profile configurations,

retrieve user group names from LDAP servers (e.g. MS Active Directory), record user action

audit trails, and optionally, forward audit trail entries to networked servers

The system is preferably configured to "protect" selected webpage functions, on at least a

user by user basis, without altering the original web site/web application. Further protection may

be dependent on, for example, time, location, device connection status, presence or absence of

other users, security status, the origin and destination of any event comprising the intended

transfer of any data in or from the user's browser or computer. This independent protection

mechanism allows organizations to enforce tight, granular control of web based applications

such as salesforce.com, Oracle Apps, SAP, etc.

A summary of the process is as follows:

-Users are registered on the server (username and password) and assigned to relevant user

groups (which can be created as necessary). Accounts and passwords on the web applications to

be secured are created. The web application authentication details (usernames and passwords)



are stored on the server against the corresponding user registration details. A supervisor uses a

browser, with a special plug-in installed and in "Learning Mode", to:

-The logon authentication fields for the web application are identified, and password change

URL and fields (these are stored on the server and used later by the plug-in to automatically log

the user on to the web application and prevent modification of user logins)

-Web page controls to be "protected" are identified by assigning "controlled" user groups to

that control. The control details are stored on the server and used later by the plug-in, when it is

"Protection Mode", to automatically record, block and/or display a message when the control is

used (as determined by user group membership).

The control details and action options include:

-Web control identification details (e.g. name, type, inner html)

-Main action options: Record, Block, Encrypt, Display Message.

The options may also include tick boxes for other "non-visual" configuration options such as:

-Blocking/recording browser "Print", "Cut", "Copy" menu options;

-Recording "Logon", "Logoff, "Print Screen" activity;

The supervisor can also inspect and analyze audit trails recorded on the server.

Audit trail entries can be formatted, in a notification format, and forwarded to networked

servers.

If necessary, the user downloads and installs the browser plug-in, as the plug-in is the only

way the user can gain access to the web application account provided by the business or

organization.

When the browser is loaded the plug-in prompts the user for their usemame and password.

The plug-in authenticates the user's credentials with an authentication server associated with the

Plugin server and, if successful, uploads any associated user profiles i.e. web application

authentication details, user group memberships and protected control identification details.

When a user browses to a web application logon page, recognized by the plug-in, the plug-in

asks the user what authentication profile to use to log onto the web application (if the user has

been assigned multiple accounts) or allow the user to log on the web application for personal use.

As web application web pages are loaded, the controls on the web page are indentified and

checked against the user's profile and, if found, the appropriate action is can be taken e.g. disable

(grayed out) or hidden. Alternately, or in addition, as the user uses the controls of the web

application, they are indentified and checked against the users profile and, if found, the

appropriate action is taken e.g., record or block. Further, "HTTP Posts" or "Gets" may be



intercepted by the control. Further, the Plugin may in some cases change or substitute functions.

For example, a "copy" command may be replaced with a "encrypted copy to secure cloud"

command. The corresponding "paste" commands may then authenticate the application to which

the date is being directed, for example by the same Plugin, a companion Plugin, or the

authenticated application itself, and if properly authenticated, the data retrieved from the secure

cloud, decrypted, and made available. The changes or substitutions may be transparent to the

user, or clearly identified.

Encryption in this context means, for example, on-the-fly encryption of field data such that is

encrypted prior to transmission to, and storage on, the server and decrypted within the browser

(e.g., the Plugin) upon retrieval from the server. In this way the ownership of encryption keys

stay with the Web subscriber and not with the owners of the server storing the data.

The logon authentication fields for the web application are stored on the server and used later

by the Plugin to automatically log the user on to the web application. Web page controls to be

"protected" are identified by assigning "controlled" user groups to that control. The control

details are stored on the server and used later by the Plugin, when it is in "Protection Mode", to

automatically record, block and/or display a message when the control is used (as determined by

user group membership).

The "Learning Mode" is engaged by using a Plugin popup menu and entering a supervisor

password. When logging on to target web applications, the Plugin records the username and

password fields, which are indentified to the Plugin, so that it can provide the logon password for

the subsequent logons to prevent "unprotected" access i.e. the Plugin must be present to logon to

the web application.

Fig. 1 shows one or more websites providing the resources (cloud applications) to be

"managed", which are accessed by one or more users' browsers in which a Plugin has been

loaded, which is configured to address an Authentication Server. The login pages (and

subsequent pages) are requested from the resources, and the Plugin matches the URLs against

the configuration and identifier information downloaded by the Plugin from the Authentication

Server. The login page is typically supplanted by a login page provided by the Plugin, in which

the user supplies identifiers only verifiable in the Authentication server (and not in the resource)

and the Plugin logs the user into the resource without revealing the URL and/or identifiers used

for that purpose. Subsequent pages served by, and requests to access, the resource by the user are

managed within the Plugin. Where desired, audit information is transmitted from the Plugin to

the Authentication Server (performing a logging function).



In Fig. 1, Third party website 1 (cloud application) to be "managed" at the endpoint

(browser) e.g. salesforce.com, sap.com, etc. is called through the User's web browser 2, e.g.,

Internet Explorer, Firefox, Google Chrome, etc. The Web Login Page 3, served from Web

Server 6, is used to authenticate access to the Web System. A Plug-in 4 is typically installed in

the User Web Browser (2) by the user or a corporate information technology (IT) department, if

it is not already present and available. A Third Party Website Login Page 5 is communicated

through the network (e.g., Internet), to the Browser 2, and is intercepted and optionally blocked

or modified or filled in, before display to the User by the Plugin 4 . The Plugin 4 communicates

with the Web (Configuration and Logging) Server 6 .

Web System administrators can create profiles for users of Third Party Web Websites 1 to

control, or record, access to specific functions within the website. A user typically logs onto the

Web Browser Plug-in 4 using a Login Page 3 which is served from the Web Server 6 . The Web

Server 6 provides the Web Browser Plug-in 4 with the profile for the authenticated user

(previously configured and stored on the Web Server 6, including, for example:

· Third party website authentication details;

• Web pages to be blocked (based on URL match); and

• Web form controls to be disabled, concealed or encrypted.

When the user browses to the Third Party Website 1 Login Page 5, the Web Plug-in 4 may be

programmed (based on the User profile, etc.) to automatically login the user on the Third Party

Website 1 such that the user is not, or need not be, aware of the login credentials used. This

means that, absent external communication of login details, the user cannot bypass the Web

System by accessing the Third Party Website 1 account by using a web browser that does not

have the Web Plug-in 4 installed. As the user browses pages with the Third Party Website 1, the

Web Plug-in 4 blocks prohibited web pages, and also disables or conceals specific web page

controls.

Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of a Web Page Loaded Event. As a page is loaded in the sandbox

of the browser from the resource, events corresponding to controls and fields are iterated through

the Plugin. The Plugin tests each control and field against configuration information loaded in

the Plugin, to determine whether it is: shown as disabled on the page viewed by the user;

concealed in the page viewed by the user and (in the case of encrypted fields) decrypted by the

Plugin before display to the user.

Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of an HTTP Request Event. As a request (for a "Post" or "Get") is

made in the browser (HTTP Request), if the HTTP Request is matched against the configuration



information loaded in the Plugin, the Plugin determines whether to block or allow the HTTP

Request, and, if allowed, iterates through the web page controls and fields to determine whether

they are to be encrypted before sending to the resource.

Fig. 4 shows a flowchart of a login HTTP Request Event. As a request is made in the

browser for a login (Login Request), if the Login Request is matched against the configuration

information loaded in the Plugin, the Plugin substitutes User and Password and any other

information and sends the modified login request to the resource.

Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram of a system according to the present invention, in which

user computers, having Internet browsers access remote servers through the Internet. The

browsers have Plugins which communicate with a remote configuration and logging server.

It is noted that the foregoing examples have been provided merely for the purpose of

explanation and are in no way to be construed as limiting of the present invention. While the

invention has been described with reference to various embodiments, it is understood that the

words which have been used herein are words of description and illustration, rather than words

of limitations. Further, although the invention has been described herein with reference to

particular means, materials and embodiments, the invention is not intended to be limited to the

particulars disclosed herein; rather, the invention extends to all functionally equivalent structures,

methods and uses, such as are within the scope of the appended claims. Those skilled in the art,

having the benefit of the teachings of this specification, may effect numerous modifications

thereto and changes may be made without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention in

its aspects.

What is claimed is:
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Source Code Appendix

import java.net.*;
import java. util.*;
import java.io.*;
import java. text.*;

import org .nereus .http .* ;
import org .nereus .util .* ;
import org .nereus .http .server .*;
import org.nereus.html.*;

public class DataServer

{
public static Map userlndex;
public static DataServer dataServer;

static class ExportControl

{
boolean block;
String urlPattern;

ExportControl (boolean block, String pat)

{
this. block = block;
urlPattern = pat;

}

public String toString()

{
if (block)

return "ExportBlock "+urlPattern;
else

return "ExportAllow "+urlPattern;

}

public String formatted ( )

{
if (block)

return "E ["+urlPattern+" ]";
else

return "R ["+urlPattern+" ]";

}
}

static class URLControl

{
boolean block;
String method, urlPattern;

URLControl (boolean block, String m , String pat)

{
this. block = block;
method = m ;

urlPattern = pat;

}

public String toStringO
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{
if (block)

return "URL Block "+method+" "+urlPattern;
else

return "URL Allow "+method+" "+urlPattern;

}

public String formatted ( )

{
if (block)

return "B ["+ur lPattern+" ]{"+method+" }
else

return "Q ["+ur lPattern+" ]{"+method+" }

}
}

static class FormFill

{
String urlPattern;
Map overwriteMap;

FormFill (String pat, Map map)

{
urlPattern = pat;
overwriteMap = map;

}

public String toStringO

{
return "Form Fill ("+urlPattern+" ) "+overwriteMap;

}

public String formatted ( )

{
String result = "FF ["+urlPattern+" ]";
Iterator itt = overwriteMap .keyset ( ) .iterator ( ) ;
while (itt .hasNext ())

{
String key = (String) itt. next ();

result += "{"+key+"="+overwriteMap .get (key) +" }";

}

return result;

static class UserProperties

{
long lastNonce;
String vprowebPassword, vprowebUsername;

FormFill [ ] formFills;
URLControl[] urlControls;
ExportControl [] exportControls ;

UserProperties (String name, String pw)

{
vprowebPassword = pw;
vprowebUsername = name;
formFills = new FormFill [0];
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urlControls = new URLControl [0];
exportControls = new ExportControl [0];
lastNonce = System. currentTimeMillis ( ) ;

void addExportControl (boolean isBlock, Map attrs)

{
String urlPattern = (String) attrs .get ("urlpattern" );
if (urlPattern == null)

return;

ExportControl [] ec = new ExportControl [exportControls .length+1]
System. arraycopy (exportControls , 0 , ec, 1 ,

xportControls .length) ;
ec[0] = new ExportControl (isBlock, urlPattern);
exportControls = ec;

}

void addURLControl (boolean isBlock, Map attrs)

{
String urlPattern = (String) attrs .get ("urlpattern" );
if (urlPattern == null)

return;

String method = (String) attrs .get ("method" );
if ((method == null) || method .equals ("") )

method = "get";
else

method = method. toLowerCase ( ) ;

URLControl [ ] cc = new URLControl [urlControls .length+1 ];
System. arraycopy (urlControls , 0 , cc, 1 , urlControls .length) ;
cc[0] = new URLControl (isBlock, method, urlPattern);
urlControls = cc;

void addFormFill (Map attrs)

{
String urlPattern = (String) attrs .get ("urlpattern" );
if (urlPattern == null)

return;

HashMap owrMap = new HashMap();
Iterator itt = attrs .keyset ( ) .iterator ( ) ;
while (itt .hasNext ())

{
String key = (String) itt. next ();

if (key .equals ("urlpattern" ))
continue ;

owrMap .put (key, attrs .get (key) );

}

FormFill[] ff = new FormFill [formFills .length+1 ];
System. arraycopy (formFills , 0 , ff, 1 , formFills .length) ;
ff[0] = new FormFill (urlPattern, owrMap);
formFills = ff;

void printProperties ()

{
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System. out.println("User:
"+vprowebUsername +" ["+vprowebPas sword+" ] " ) ;

System. out .println ("FF : ");

for (int i=0; i<formFills .length; i++)

System. out .print In (formFills [i]);
System. out .println ("URL Controls ");

for (int i=0; i<urlControls .length; i++)

System. out.println(urlControls [i] );
System. out .println ("Export Controls ");

for (int i=0; i<exportControls .length; i++)

System. out.println(exportControls[i] );

public String getFormattedConf ig ()
{

StringBuffer buf = new StringBuf fer ();
for (int i=0; i<formFills .length; i++)

buf .append (formFills [i].formatted ()+"\n" );
for (int i=0; i<urlControls .length; i++)

buf .append (urlControls [i] .formatted ()+"\n" );
for (int i=0; i<exportControls .length; i++)

buf .append (exportControls [i].formatted ()+"\n" );

return buf .toString ();

}

static class ConfigParser extends Outs idelnPar ser

{
boolean firstPass;
ArrayList users;
UserProperties currentUser;
ArrayList urlBlocks, exportBlocks;

ConfigParser ()

{
firstPass = true;
urlBlocks = new ArrayList ();

exportBlocks = new ArrayList ();

currentUser = null;
users = new ArrayList ();

}

void prepareSecondPass ()

{
firstPass = false;

}

private void doFirstPass (String tagName, Map attributes)

{
String urlPattern = (String) attributes .get ("urlpattern" )
if (urlPattern == null)

return;
urlPattern = urlPattern. replace ("*", "").trim ();

if (tagName .equals ("blockurl") )
urlBlocks. add (attributes );

else if (tagName .equals ("blockexport " ) )
exportBlocks .add (attributes );
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}

protected void handleTag (Obj ect [] pathToRoot, CharSequence tagName,
Map attrs, CharSequence rawXml, int tagStart, int tagEnd, int bodyStart, int
bodyEnd)

{
if (firstPass)

doFirstPass (tagName .toString (), attrs) ;
else
{

if (currentUser == null)

{
if (tagName .equals ("user" ))

{
String name = (String) attrs .get ("name") ;
String p = (String) attrs .get ("password") ;

if ((name != null) && (pw != null))

{
currentUser = new User Properties (name , pw) ;
users .add (currentUser );
super .handleTag (pathToRoot , tagName, attrs,

rawXml, tagStart, tagEnd, bodyStart, bodyEnd) ;
currentUser = null;

}
return;

}
}
else
{

if (tagName .equals ("allow" ))
currentUser .addURLControl (false , attrs) ;

else if (tagName .equals ("formf ill " ) )
currentUser. addFormFill (attrs );

else if (tagName .equals ("unblock" ))
currentUser. addExportControl (false, attrs);

}
}

super .handleTag (pathToRoot , tagName, attrs, rawXml, tagStart,
tagEnd, bodyStart, bodyEnd);

}

public UserProperties [] getUserProperties ()
{

UserProperties [] result = new UserProperties [users .size ()] ;
users .toArray (result );
return result;

}

void prepareUsers ()

{
for (int i=0; i<users .size (); i++)

{
UserProperties user = (UserProperties) users .get (i ) ;

for (int j=0; j<urlBlocks .size (); j++)
user .addURLControl (true , (Map) urlBlocks .get (j));

for (int j=0; j<exportBlocks .size (); j++)

user .addExportControl (true , (Map) exportBlocks .get (j));
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}
}

void printBlocks ()

{
System. out .println ("Block URLs "+urlBlocks );
System. out .println ("Block Export "+exportBlocks );

}

void printUsers()

{
UserProperties [] users = getUserProperties ();

for (int i=0; i<users .length; i++)

{
System, out .println (" \n" );
users [i] .printProperties ( ) ;

}

}

static class LoginHandler extends AbstractHTTPRequestHandler

{
File pwDir;
SimpleContent loginPage;

byte[] loginOK, loginWait;

LoginHandler () throws Exception

{
loginPage = new SimpleContent (new

String (loadDataFromResource ("web root/ login. html" )));
loginOK = loadDataFromResource ("webroot/ loginOK .html" );
loginWait = loadDataFromResource ("webroot/LoginWait .html" );

pwDir = new File ("VProUsers" );

}

public void handleRequest (InetAddress clientAddress, HTTPRequest
request, HTTPResponse response) throws IOException

{
HTTPResponseHeaders headers = response .getHeaders ( ) ;

headers .conf igureHeadersToPreventCaching ();

if (request .getHeaders ().isGet ())

{
HashMap vars = request .getHeaders ( ) .getQueryParameter s ( ) ;

var s .put ("nonce" , ""+Sys tern. currentTimeMillis ());
byte[] content = loginPage .createContent (vars );

headers .conf igureAsOK ();
response. sendResponse (content );

}
else if (request .getHeaders ( ) .isPost ( ) )

{
if

(request .getHeaders ().getRequestURL ().indexOf ("/login2. php" ) < 0)

{
byte[] postData =

loadDataFromStream (request .getContentStream ());
headers .conf igureAsOK ();
response .sendResponse (loginWait) ;

}
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else

{
try

{
byte[] postData =

loadDataFromStream (request .getContentStream ());
String rawPrams = new String (postData) ;
HashMap vars =

HTTPRe que stHeaders .getQueryParameter s (rawPrams );

long nonce = Long .parseLong ((( String)
vars .get ("nonce") ).trim ());

String name = ((String) vars .get ("username" ) ) .trim ()
String password = ((String)

vars . et ("password" )).trim ();

String data = "";

UserProperties props = (UserProperties )
userlndex .get (name) ;

if (props == null)
data = "«ERROR» Unknown Username";

else

{
if (!pas sword .equals (props .vprowebPas sword) )

data = "«ERROR>> Username/password
incorrect" ;

else if (nonce <= props .lastNonce )
data = "«ERROR» Invalid NONCE";

else
data = props .getFormattedConf ig ( ) ;

props .lastNonce = nonce;

}

headers .conf igureAsOK ();
response. sendResponse (data .getBytes ());

}
catch (Exception e )

{
headers .conf igureAsOK ();
response. sendResponse (("«ERROR» "+e).getBytes ());

}
}

}
}

}

public static void main (String [] args) throws Exception

{
File conf igFile = new File ("VProWebConf ig .txt ");
ConfigParser parser = new Conf igParser ();
par ser .parses tream (new FilelnputStream (conf igFile ));
parser .prepareSecondPass ( ) ;
par ser .parses tream (new FilelnputStream (conf igFile ));
par ser .prepareUsers ( ) ;

UserProperties [] users = parser. getUserProperties ( ) ;
userlndex = new HashMap ();
for (int i=0; i<users .length; i++)

userlndex .put (users [i] .vprowebUsername , users [i] );
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//parser. printBlocks() ;
//parser. printUsers ( ) ;
//System. out .printIn ("***********************") ;

HTTPRequestFilter notFound = new
Default HTTPRequestFilter( FixedResponseHandler .createPageNotFoundHandler ())

PathMappedHTTPRequestFilter mainFilter = new
PathMappedHTTPRequestFilter ();

mainFilter .registerHandler (" /vproweb/ ", new LoginHandler ());
mainFilter .registerHandler ("" , new FileUploadHandler (new

File ("webroot") ));

Server server = new Server (new OrderedHTTPRequestFilter (new
HTTPRequestFilter []{mainFilter, notFound} ));

int port = ArgProcessor .extractlntArg (args , "port", 82);
server .listenOn (port , false);

}
}
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Example configuration file to manage the salesforce.com web application:

<blockurl urlpattern=" .salesforce. com/00Q/o"/>
<blockurl urlpattern-'. salesforce. com/003/"/>
<blockurl urlpattern-'. salesforce. com/006/"/>
<blockurl urlpattem=" .salesforce. com/501/"/>
<blockurl urlpattern-' .salesforce. com/01t/o"/>
<blockurl urlpattern- '.salesforce. com/00O/o"/>
<blockurl urlpattem=" .salesforce. com/001/o"/>
<blockurl urlpattem=".salesforce.com/701/o"/>
<blockurl urlpattem=".salesforce.com/500/o"/>
<blockurl urlpattem=" .salesforce. com/0lZ/o"/>
<blockurl urlpattem=". salesforce.com/800/o7>
<blockurl urlpattem=" .salesforce. com/015/o"/>
<blockurl urlpattern=".salesforce.com/p/doc/"/>
<blockurl urlpattem=". salesforce. com/p/fct/RevenueForcast/"/>

<blockurl method=post urlpattem="/ChangePassword"/>

<blockexport urlpattern=".salesforce.com"/>

<blockexport urlpattern=".google. com"/>

<user name="rhys.newman" password="password">

<allow method=get urlpattem=".salesforce.com/OOQ/"/>

<formfill urlpattern-' login. salesforce. com" username- 'rhys.newman%40overtis.com"
un="rhys.newman%40overtis.com" pw="Overtisllll"/>

<formfill urlpattem="localhost:82" username="dummyname" password="dummypassword"/>

</user>

<user name="jeremy.barker" password="password">

<allow urlpattern=" .salesforce. com/00Q/"/>
<allow urlpattem=". salesforce.com/01t/o7>
<allow urlpattern=" .salesforce. com/00O/o"/>
<allow urlpattem=".salesforce.com/001/o"/>
<allow urlpattem=" .salesforce. com/003/o"/>

<unblock urlpattern=" .salesforce. com/003/o"/>

<formfill urlpattem=" login. salesforce. com" username- 'rhys.newman%40overtis.com"
un="rhys.newman%40overtis.com" pw="Overtisllll"/>

</user>
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CLAIMS

1. A browser plugin, executing on a system comprising a processor and associated memory,

in association with a content browser, the browser plugin being configured to monitor at least a

portion of data received by the content browser, and at least one of selectively block or modify

interaction of a user with a protected resource, in dependence on at least a user-associated

configuration file received from a remote resource, the browser plugin being further configured

to automatically communicate at least one item of information which is blocked from access by

the user.

2 . The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the protected resource requires login

information, the user-associated configuration file comprises the login information, and the at

least one item of information which is blocked from access by the user comprises at least a

portion of the login information.

3 . The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is downloaded and

installed through the content browser.

4 . The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the system further comprises a

computer network interface port, wherein the browser plugin is configured to communicate with

the remote resource through the computer network interface port using an encrypted

communication, and wherein the computer network interface port is configured to receive data

from the protected resource which is distinct from the remote resource.

5 . The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to

monitor, supervise, deny and control the use of functions on the protected resource.

6 . The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to

monitor, supervise, deny and control the use of functions on at least one of the content browser

and a computer operating system which executes on the processor and supports the content

browser.

7 . The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to

filter content browser communications to determine a set of controlled functions, in dependence

on the user-associated configuration file, and to selectively limit the set of controlled functions.
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8 . The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to

selectively modify web pages received by the content in dependence on the user-associated

configuration file, to alter an available functionality defined by the web page within the content

browser.

9 . The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the content browser is configured to

execute independently of and interactively with the content browser, under control of a computer

operating system.

10. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to

decrypt received data independent of the content browser, wherein the received data is

unavailable except through the browser plugin, and wherein information required for decryption

is received by the browser plugin from the remote resource.

11. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to

monitor content browser communications and to automatically respond to the protected resource

with information based on the user-associated configuration file.

12. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to

selectively cause the processor to communicate with a trusted platform module.

13. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the protected resources comprises a

cloud computing resource.

14. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the availability of the user-associated

configuration file is dependent on a secure user login to the remote resource.

15. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to at

least one of selectively block or modify interaction of the user with received data communicated

with a plurality of different protected resources through the content browser, in dependence on

the user-associated configuration file received from the remote resource.

16. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to

securely receive the user-associated configuration file, and to prevent the information from the

user-associated configuration file from being persistently stored in a decrypted format in the

associated memory.
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17. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to at

least one of selectively deny, modify and invoke actions prior to the content browser executing a

"Post" or a "Get" event.

18. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to

learn stimulus-response actions during a training session, and to store the learned stimulus-

response actions for use in a user-associated configuration file.

19. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to

record and remotely communicate audit information.

20. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to

insert a user action filter between the user and a webpage accessed by the content browser, to

record user actions, and to selectively block the use of certain webpage controls.

21. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to at

least one of selectively block or modify interaction of the user with the protected resource in

dependence on at least one of a time, location, device connection status, and security status.

22. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to

further receive a user group membership from the remote resource, and to selectively block or

modify interaction of the user with the protected resource further in dependence on the user

group membership.

23. The browser plugin according to claim 1, wherein the browser plugin is configured to

receive a user input, to encrypt the received user input, and to automatically communicate the

encrypted user input to effectively prevent access to the user input by the content browser and

other software executing on the processor.

24. A method, comprising:

loading a browser plugin in conjunction with a content browser on a system comprising a

processor and associated memory;

automatically remotely communicating at least one item of information which is blocked

from access by a user;

receiving a user-associated configuration file from a remote resource;
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monitoring at least a portion of data received by the content browser from a protected

resource with the browser plugin; and

at least one of selectively blocking or modifying interaction of the user with the protected

resource with the browser plugin, in dependence on at least the user-associated configuration file.

25. The method according to claim 24, further comprising providing a system comprising a

processor and associated memory, in association with the content browser, the browser plugin

being configured to monitor at least a portion of data received by the content browser, and at

least one of selectively block or modify interaction of a user with a protected resource, in

dependence on at least a user-associated configuration file received from a remote resource, the

browser plugin being further configured to automatically communicate at least one item of

information which is blocked from access by the user.

26. The method of claim 24, wherein the protected resource requires login information, the

user-associated configuration file comprises the login information, and the at least one item of

information which is blocked from access by the user comprises at least a portion of the login

information.

27. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin is downloaded and installed through

the content browser.

28. The method of claim 25, wherein the system further comprises a computer network

interface port, wherein the browser plugin communicates with the remote resource through the

computer network interface port using an encrypted communication, and wherein the computer

network interface port receives data from the protected resource which is distinct from the

remote resource.

29. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin monitors, supervises, denies and

controls the use of functions on the protected resource.

30. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin monitors, supervises, denies and

controls the use of functions on at least one of the content browser and a computer operating

system which executes on the processor and supports the content browser.
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31. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin filters content browser

communications to determine a set of controlled functions, in dependence on the user-associated

configuration file, and to selectively limit the set of controlled functions.

32. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin selectively modifies web pages

received by the content in dependence on the user-associated configuration file, to alter an

available functionality defined by the web page within the content browser.

33. The method of claim 24, wherein the content browser executes independently of and

interactively with the content browser, under control of a computer operating system.

34. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin decrypts received data independent

of the content browser, wherein the received data is unavailable except through the browser

plugin, and wherein information required for decryption is received by the browser plugin from

the remote resource.

35. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin monitors content browser

communications and automatically responds to the protected resource with information based on

the user-associated configuration file.

36. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin selectively causes the processor to

communicate with a trusted platform module.

37. The method of claim 24, wherein the protected resources comprises a cloud computing

resource.

38. The method of claim 24, wherein the availability of the user-associated configuration file

is dependent on a secure user login to the remote resource.

39. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin at least one of selectively blocks or

modifies interaction of the user with received data communicated with a plurality of different

protected resources through the content browser, in dependence on the user-associated

configuration file received from the remote resource.

40. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin securely receives the user-

associated configuration file, and prevents the information from the user-associated

configuration file from being persistently stored in a decrypted format in the associated memory.
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41. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin at least one of selectively denies,

modifies and invokes actions prior to the content browser executing a "Post" or a "Get" event.

42. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin learns stimulus-response actions

during a training session, and initiates storage of the learned stimulus-response actions in a user-

associated configuration file.

43. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin records and remotely communicates

audit information.

44. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin inserts a user action filter between

the user and a webpage accessed by the content browser, to record user actions, and selectively

blocks the use of certain webpage controls.

45. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin at least one of selectively blocks or

modifies interaction of the user with the protected resource in dependence on at least one of a

time, location, device connection status, and security status.

46. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin further receives a user group

membership from the remote resource, and selectively blocks or modifies interaction of the user

with the protected resource further in dependence on the user group membership.

47. The method of claim 24, wherein the browser plugin receives a user input, encrypts the

received user input, and automatically communicates the encrypted user input to effectively

prevent access to the user input by the content browser and other software executing on the

processor.

48. A non-transitory computer readable medium, comprising instructions for controlling a

programmable processor to implement a browser plugin, for at least:

automatically remotely communicating at least one item of information which is blocked

from access by a user;

receiving a user-associated configuration file from a remote resource;

monitoring at least a portion of data received by a content browser from a protected resource;

and

at least one of selectively blocking or modifying interaction of the user with the protected

resource, in dependence on at least the user-associated configuration file.
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